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Economic context: the ongoing slowdown

Real GDP growth (%), selected ASEAN countries, 

2007, 2008(p), 2009(p)
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Healthy job growth in 2007 but the impact 
of slowdown already felt

 2007 – employment increased by 7.9 million, or 3%, 
reaching 268.5 million.

 Over 70% of job growth occurred in industry and services, 
but agriculture still accounts for 44.5% of the region’s total 
employment.

 Unemployment shrank by 0.5 million, easing to 16.5 million 
(unemployment rate declined from 6.1% in 2006 to 5.8% in 
2007).

 2008 – ILO estimates: 850,000 fewer jobs will be created 

 500,000 more unemployed



2009: Job market will deteriorate further

1.275 million fewer new jobs compared with 2007

Compared with 2007, employment growth in 2009 
may fall by:

 40-50% in the Philippines

 25-35% in Vietnam, Indonesia

 Nearly 25% in Singapore

 15-25% in Cambodia

Unemployment increases by 1.5 million, reaching 
18.5 million or 6.2% -- the tip of the iceberg



Maintaining social cohesion is a daunting 
challenge 

 Rising inequalities are already eroding social cohesion.

 Nearly half of the region’s workers live with their families on less than 
US$2 per day.

 Most recently, soaring food prices and their adverse impact on living 
standards have compounded the challenge.

 60% of ASEAN’s workforce is classified as “vulnerable”, working in the 
informal sector with little or no social protection to guard against times 
of ill health, family emergency and financial uncertainty.

 Strengthening the social dimension of regional integration is critical.

 Building a “social floor” is crucial to ensure people’s security and a 
sense of community. It can also reduce the costs of adjustment to 
changing economic conditions and improve market efficiency. 



Labour productivity is key to competitiveness 
and development

 Increased labour productivity accounts for two-thirds of 

ASEAN economic growth since 2000.

 Higher labour productivity increases competitiveness, 

which in turn attracts investment and fuels economic 

growth and employment generation. It can also lead to 

higher wages, better working conditions and more 

investment in human resources.

 Tripartism and social dialogue are essential for ensuring 

that productivity gains are distributed in a fair and 

sustainable manner. A good IR system can also be a 

source of competitiveness. 



Healthy productivity growth, but China 
surges ahead
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Large intra-regional disparity in 
productivity

Output per worker,

(constant 1990 US$) 

2007

Labour productivity growth 

(%)

2002–2007

Singapore 46 494 13.2

Malaysia 25 045 21.0

Thailand 14 999 20.8

Indonesia 10 066 19.6

Philippines 8 075 18.3

Viet Nam 5 453 31.6

Myanmar 5 082 46.1

Cambodia 3 772 31.3

ASEAN 10 020 21.1

China 12 101 65.2

India 7 003 34.6



Productivity challenge

 Faster productivity growth is required. 
 If labour productivity growth does not accelerate in the ASEAN 

region as a whole, its economic growth rate will slow. To maintain 
the same historical GDP growth rate of 5.6 per cent during the 
2000–2006 period, the region will need to accelerate productivity 
growth from 3.3 per cent to around 4.1 per cent over the 2007–
2015 period.

Agriculture still matters.

Potential of SMEs remains largely untapped. 
 SMEs account for between 52-99% of employment but only 26-

58% of value added and 10-20% of exports.

Environmentally-friendly productivity growth.



Changing drivers of productivity growth

Employment shifts from agriculture to industry and 
services. 
 Accounted for 18% of ASEAN productivity growth between 2000-

2006. (In Cambodia 47%, in Vietnam 37%, and in Lao PDR 24%.)

Growing focus on efficiency, innovation and 
creativity.

 Skills and knowledge, working conditions, HRM 
and constructive industrial relations, based on 
rights at work, are increasingly important drivers.



ASEAN scores well on investment in 
human capital but progress is uneven

Lack of universal basic education in some 
countries puts future workforce and 
competitiveness at risk.

Secondary education and relevant vocational 
training are increasingly important in middle-
stages of economic development.

Gender equality in education is also important.

The quality of education remains a concern.



Skills shortages undermine enterprise 
competitiveness

Hiring difficulties in leading domestic firms, 2007 (%)
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Managing talent and promoting constructive 
industrial relations at the workplace and beyond

With an increasingly educated workforce comes new staff 
preferences: company reputation, career opportunities, 
good working conditions, and family-friendly policies.

 Workplace training 

 Team work, performance-related pay and flexible working 
time

 Consultation and information

 Unionization and collective bargaining contribute to both 
greater equity and improved competitiveness



Workers on the move: Intra-regional 
labour migration

 Labour mobility is an important element of the envisaged 
ASEAN Economic Community and the ASEAN Socio-Cultural 
Community. 

 13.5 million migrants originating from ASEAN, of whom 5.3 
million living in other ASEAN Member Countries.

 Major sending countries:
 Philippines: 3.6 million 
 Indonesia: 2.3 million 
 Myanmar: 1.6 million

 Major destination countries:
 Malaysia and Thailand: 1.9 million each
 Singapore: 1.2 million

 The economic and social benefits of migration are enormous.



The migration challenge: better management 
and protection of the region’s human resources

 In current economic slowdown, pressure to migrate for jobs is growing 
but demand for migrants may decline temporarily.

 In the medium-term, intra-regional migration is likely to increase 
significantly.

 Expanding the recognition of qualifications (through Mutual 
Recognition Agreements) to a larger number of high-skilled 
occupations could accelerate mobility and ease skills shortages.

 Millions of undocumented migrants need better protection and fair 
treatment.

 Business wants stable and predictable rules.



Wrapping up: Some recommendations

Strengthen the social dimension of regional 
integration

Support productivity growth in all sectors

Produce quality labour market information for 
informed decision-making

 Improve the relevance and quality of education 
and training 
 Better align education with economic objectives

 Encourage partnerships between the business community and the 
educational sector 

 Ensure equal opportunities for all women in education



Recommendations (continued)

Promote progressive workplace practices
 Identify, document and disseminate good examples

Develop an ASEAN framework for managing 
labour migration 

 Invest in labour institutions to foster growth with 
equity
 Build capacity and knowledge and strengthen collective 

bargaining and other forums for communication, 
consultation and negotiation. 

 Ensure that both workers and employers in the region 
have a voice within the ASEAN Community
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